Pilot experimentation of the accuracy of accelerometer activity count-derived breaks in sedentary time
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: The purpose of this study was to conduct a pilot experimentation of the accuracy of the ActiGraph GT9X model in detecting breaks from sedentary behavior.

Methods: Participants completed six transitional-based sedentary break activities while wearing an ActiGraph GT9X accelerometer. Data were processed using both the default filter and low-frequency extension filter. Direct observation was used as the criterion to observe a break in sedentary behavior. Trial 1 included the transition from sitting to standing; trial 2, sitting to walking for 30 s; trial 3, sitting to walking for 1 min; trial 4, standing to walking for 30 s; trial 5, standing to walking for 1 min; and trial 6, standing to sitting.

Results: For both the default and low-frequency filter, the accelerometer only detected a break 10% of the time for trial 1. Accuracy was also low (<40%) for trial 6. However, accuracy was perfect (100%) for trials 2–5.

Conclusion: The ActiGraph GT9X accelerometer was inaccurate in detecting a sedentary break when transitioning from a sitting to standing position but was accurate for other transitional shifts.
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INTRODUCTION

Sedentary behavior has previously been defined as energy expenditure between 1 and 1.5 metabolic equivalent units while sitting or lying (1), and is associated with unfavorable health outcomes (e.g., reduced aerobic capacity, muscle strength/mass, and metabolic function) (2), independent of participation in physical activity (3). For example, markers of sedentary behavior (e.g., television viewing or sitting time) have been shown to associate positively with many metabolic risk factors (e.g., elevated insulin levels), cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk and CVD-related events, and all-cause mortality (4-8).

Mechanistically, physical inactivity stimuli may induce a short-lived inhibitor protein involved in the...
regulation of lipoprotein lipase (LPL) (9), an essential enzyme for the breakdown of triglycerides in circulating lipoproteins (10). In addition, sedentary behavior may result in the suppression of capillary LPL in muscle tissue (11,12). Low LPL levels have been associated with reduced plasma high-density lipoprotein and lowered plasma triglyceride uptake (13,14), both of which are risk factors for CVD (15,16). Evidence of a positive association between physical activity and telomere length (17-19) makes it plausible that sedentary behavior may contribute to telomere shortening.

Corroborating the purposed associations of sedentary behavior with deleterious health outcomes, research has shown that sedentary behavior breaks (i.e., interruptions in prolonged bouts of sedentary behavior) are favorably associated with health benefits including a decreased metabolic risk (e.g., lowest waist circumference among those with the highest amount of sedentary behavior breaks) (20,21). Notably, repeated exposures to bouts of prolonged sitting are thought to promote inauspicious metabolic adaptations (21). Presenting further reason to advocate against prolonged sitting, breaking up sedentary behavior more frequently may lead to higher energy expenditure (21). The aforementioned is plausible, given that the act of standing more throughout the day (as opposed to sitting) may result in significantly higher energy expenditure (22). Taken together, the previous evidence underscores the importance of minimizing sedentary behavior.

Along with working to better understand the mechanisms and consequences of sedentary behavior is the apparent need for an accurate measurement of sedentary behavior (besides direct observation). The majority of sedentary behavior studies have used self-reported assessments to examine the associations between sedentary behavior and health outcomes (23,24). Notably, self-report assessments of physical activity are accompanied by numerous limitations (25) (e.g., social desirability bias and inaccurate recall) (26). In addition, the validation studies for self-reported sedentary behavior lack consistency with regard to the utilized criterion measurement, modes of administration, and target populations. Further highlighting the need for the use of more valid measurements of sedentary behavior, a review on the validity and reliability of measures of TV viewing time and non-occupational sedentary behavior (24) found that only three, of 60 identified studies, examined the validity of the employed questionnaire.

Given the limitations mentioned above of self-reported activity questionnaires, several objective measurement tools (e.g., ActiGraph activity monitor and activPAL) have been employed in efforts to provide more accurate and reliable assessments of sedentary behavior. In 2011, the hip-mounted, uniaxial ActiGraph accelerometer (model 7164) was reported (27) to be the most widely used accelerometer for free-living physical activity and sedentary behavior research in population-based studies, most commonly employing a 1-min epoch length (28). The ActiGraph activity monitor has previously been validated against both IDEEA monitor and the activPAL as criterion measures, demonstrating moderate correlations \( r = 0.59 \) (29) and \( r = 0.76 \), respectively) (27), suggesting that the ActiGraph activity monitor may provide useful and accurate measures of sedentary time.

A break in sedentary behavior, as determined through accelerometry, is commonly defined as a time-stamped transition from a relative lack of movement (<100 counts/min) to relatively more movement (≥100 counts/min). This break in sedentary behavior is often considered as a postural change from sitting to standing (21,30). Notably, the existing validation research comparing objective devices for monitoring such breaks is unsubstantial. Here, we highlight two studies that conducted free-living assessments of sedentary behavior breaks. In 2012, Lyden et al. (31) demonstrated that the ActiGraph GT3X, when compared to the criterion of direct observation, was not accurate in estimating sedentary behavior break rate (the number of breaks taken per sedentary hour) or an absolute number of breaks. Specifically, the ActiGraph monitor was found to significantly overestimate breaks sedentary behavior break rate and total breaks in sedentary behavior when using both a low-frequency extension filter and the normal filter, as well when employing a 100 cpm and 150 cpm cut point (32) for sedentary time. Similarly, Barreira et al. (30) demonstrated that the ActiGraph GT3X and the activPAL activity monitors did not correspond with regard to the number of estimated breaks in sedentary
behavior (measured in a 7-day free-living condition). Notably, the activPAL was designed with the intent of measuring free-living activity and has the ability to differentiate among various postures and distinguish sitting, standing, and stepping activities (33,34), and has previously been suggested to be a more valid tool for assessing sedentary behavior (as opposed to the ActiGraph GT3X, when using direct observation as the criterion measurement) (32). In the ActiGraph GT3X versus activPAL comparison study by Barreira et al. (30), the ActiGraph GT3X detected an average of 74 breaks/day while the activPAL detected an average of 39 breaks/day, with the ActiGraph accelerometer only detecting 67% of the breaks recognized by the activPAL, and 65% of the ActiGraph breaks not corresponding with activPAL breaks. Notably, most (52%) of the non-corresponding ActiGraph-detected breaks occurred when participants were sitting or standing (42%).

The present study is an extension of free-living accelerometer-based sedentary behavior measurement studies and employed a controlled experimental design to examine the accuracy of the most recent ActiGraph accelerometer model, the GT9X, in detecting breaks from sedentary behavior. Specifically, we were interested in exploring the accuracy of the ActiGraph GT9X in detecting transitions between sitting/standing, sitting/walking, and standing/walking. We recognize that standing is not typically considered a sedentary behavior, but given the difficulty for accelerometers to distinguish between sitting and standing (35), we felt this would also be a worthwhile “sedentary break” to investigate. Further, we employ the ActiGraph accelerometer for this study given that, at the time of this writing, it is the most widely used accelerometer in sedentary behavior and physical activity research.

METHODS

Participants and measurement of breaks
Ten university students were asked to participate in this pilot investigation. Participant consent was obtained before data collection and the author's institutional review board approved all study procedures. During all conditions described below, participants wore an ActiGraph GT9X accelerometer on their right hip at the midaxillary line, with direct observation serving as the criterion measure. Raw ActiGraph GT9X data were collected at 30 Hz, integrated using a 60-s epoch (to increase the generalizability of real-world free-living studies), and filtered using both the low-frequency extension filter and the default filter. The ActiLife software was used to evaluate the detection of the accelerometer-assessed sedentary break. Within this software, the Sedentary Analysis Options Editor macro was modified by applying the sedentary minimum length to be 1 min and the count level/min minimum and maximum, respectively, to be 0 and 99.

Experimental conditions
1. Participants sat for 3 min at a computer, then immediately stood for 3 min while working on their computer.
2. Participants sat for 3 min at their computer, then immediately walked at a low intensity (in a hallway) for 30 s.
3. Participants sat for 3 min at their computer, then immediately walked at a low intensity (in a hallway) for 1 min.
4. Participants stood for 3 min at their computer, then immediately walked at a low intensity (in a hallway) for 30 s.
5. Participants stood for 3 min at their computer, then immediately walked at a low intensity (in a hallway) for 1 min.
6. Participants stood for 3 min at their computer, then immediately sat for 3 min.

Analysis
The percentage of ActiGraph-detected sedentary breaks from the above six conditions was compared to the criterion of direct observation. Estimates were computed for both the low-frequency extension filter and the default filter.

RESULTS
Table 1 reports the demographic characteristics of the analyzed sample. Participants, on average, were 27 years, with 60% being male. Table 2 displays the proportion of sedentary breaks detected by accelerometer during the transitional trials. Except for trial 6, results were similar when applying the default
filter versus low-frequency filter. The accelerometer detected the transitional break 100% of the time for trials 2–5. However, a low percentage of sedentary break detection was observed for trials 1 and 6. For both the default and low-frequency filter, the accelerometer only detected a break 10% of the time for trial 1, which was when the participant transitioned from a sitting to standing position. Similarly, 20% (default)–40% (low-frequency filter) of the time, the accelerometer correctly detected a break for trial 6 when participants transitioned from standing to sitting.

**DISCUSSION**

The purpose of this pilot study was to evaluate the ability of the ActiGraph GT9X to accurately detect a break in sedentary behavior during various transitional-based sedentary break activities. The motivation for this investigation resulted from the emerging body of work demonstrating a favorable association between sedentary break frequency and various cardiometabolic-related parameters (20,21). The main finding of this study was that the ActiGraph GT9X accelerometer was a 100% accurate detection of “sedentary breaks” for all of the trials that resulted in walking, including two sitting-to-walking trials and two standing-to-walking trials. However, the monitor infrequently detected a transition when going from sitting to standing (10% of the time) or standing to sitting (20–40% of the time).

Few studies have evaluated the sensitivity of accelerometry to detect sedentary breaks (30,31). Lyden et al. (31) evaluated 13 participants during a free-living setting. Compared to direct observation, they concluded that the ActiGraph GT3X accelerometer was not accurate in estimating break rate or the absolute number of breaks. Similarly, during a free-living assessment, Barreira et al. (30) demonstrated that the ActiGraph GT3X and the activPAL accelerometers did not correspond with regard to the number of estimated breaks in sedentary behavior. On average, the ActiGraph GT3X detected 67% of the activPAL breaks. Of the non-corresponding ActiGraph breaks, 52% occurred when participants were sitting, 42% when standing, and 6% when transitioning from standing to sitting. In partial agreement with these studies, the present study demonstrated very poor detection of a sedentary break during the transitions from sitting to standing as well as a poor detection of a sedentary break from standing to sitting. However, in the present study, when the participant walked for at least 30 s after transitioning from a sedentary behavior, there was perfect accuracy in detecting the break. Of course, no study is without limitations. The present study was limited by a relatively small sample size (n = 10); however, similar sample sizes (n = 13–15) (30,31) have been utilized in previous sedentary behavior break research and are common in accelerometer

**TABLE 1.** Demographic characteristics of the analyzed sample (n=10)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Point estimate</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean years</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>25.0–29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender, % male</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race-ethnicity, %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-Hispanic white</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-Hispanic black</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index, mean kg/m²</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>23.4–26.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist circumference, mean cm</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>76.8–89.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI: Confidence interval</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2.** The proportion of sedentary breaks detected by accelerometry during the transitional trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>% sedentary breaks detected by accelerometry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Default filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sat for 3 min at a computer, then immediately stood for 3 min while working on their computer</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sat for 3 min at their computer, then immediately walked at a low intensity for 30 s</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sat for 3 min at their computer, then immediately walked at a low intensity for 1 min</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Stood for 3 min at their computer, then immediately walked at a low intensity for 30 s</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Stood for 3 min at their computer, then immediately walked at a low intensity for 1 min</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Stood for 3 min at their computer, then immediately sat for 3 min</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This study is strengthened by its novelty, the use of the latest version of the ActiGraph accelerometer, and the inclusion of multiple types of sedentary breaks. The ActiGraph GT9X’s low accuracy in detecting sedentary behavior breaks when transitioning between sitting and standing positions may have important implications, given the widespread use of ActiGraph accelerometers for population-based studies (28) as well as the emergence of work evaluating the efficacy of sit-stand workstations (36). If a significant proportion of an individual’s day includes transitioning between sitting and standing, it is possible that the findings of previous work evaluating the associations between sedentary breaks and health-enhancing cardiometabolic parameters have been overestimated. That is, free-living assessments of sedentary break frequency, according to our results, may have grossly underestimated the number of breaks from sitting to standing, suggesting that more breaks actually took place to elicit the observed health outcomes (i.e., a weaker per break “effect” on health outcomes). Given the results of the current study, it is recommended that future intervention-based studies evaluating the health effects of sedentary behavior breaks should include some brief ambulation with each break to elicit the most accurate detection of the breaks, especially if administered in the free-living setting. For example, if participants wearing accelerometers in a free-living setting are given instructions to break up their sitting every hour, they should be instructed to not merely stand up, but to stand and walk for at least 30 s. Further, the ActiGraph accelerometer, in particular, could be refined to be more sensitive in detecting sedentary breaks that result in a transition from sitting to standing. One possible way, this could be done, is to integrate counts per minute along with inclinometer data. Ultimately, numerous additional randomized controlled trials are needed to determine (with more certainty) the accuracy of commonly employed measurement tools for detecting breaks in sedentary behaviors before we can make confident conclusions regarding the extent of the health benefits that may emerge due to breaking up prolonged sitting.
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